Many families and communities are being told to rip out their lawns due to drought and replace them with rocks, mulch, cacti and artificial grass. But these changes could do more harm than good! Grown-ups, kids and pets can enjoy their backyard during a drought—and be good environmental stewards. Find the right grass for your climate.

Don’t remove your lawn and let the bad guys move in.

**Dust Demon**
Hurts dirt, pollutants and other particles into the air, taking precious soil to places it doesn’t need to go.

**Dr. Runoff**
Stalks rainstorms, pushing rainwater from cement, pavement and other hard surfaces into streams, picking up nasty chemicals and pollutants along the way.

**Heat Freak**
Bakes areas like patches of pavement that don’t have the luxury of cool tree shade and grass to cool them.

**Carbon Creep**
Is the single-biggest cause of climate change. He struts around the atmosphere, puffing up his chest and increasing the greenhouse effect with every breath.

Never fear... TurfMutt is here!

TurfMutt and the Outdoor Powers know living landscapes matter. Drought-tolerant grass, trees and other plants help fight evil forces that attack our environment. They also provide a safe place for kids and pets to play.

**Lucky the TurfMutt**
Wants you to remember that the outdoors starts in your own backyard! Help him and the Outdoor Powers eliminate the Environmental Villains by being a backyard superhero.

**Professor Botany**
Instructs you to plant grass, trees, shrubs and other living landscapes to provide food and habitat for backyard wildlife.

**Big Rooty**
Wants you to plant trees that grow strong roots to keep soil in place and big leafy tops to topple Heat Freak.

**Water Warrior**
Warms you not to overwater! Be sure to capture his rainfall with living landscapes.

Will you help TurfMutt by being a backyard superhero and taking care of your living landscapes? Nature starts at your backdoor.